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Zamorin’s Empire in 1498 A D

Source: K.V. Krishna Ayyar, The Zamorins of Calicut
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North Malabar on the Eve of European Expansion
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Sketch of French Loge Calicut
Map : 4

Della Vella’s Sketch on Zamorin’s Palace complex

1. The little Piazza without the first Gate of the Palace.
2. The first Gate guarded with Balusters.
3. A great Court within the first Gate, which should be longer in proportion to the breadth, but is drawn thus in regard of the scantiness of the paper; it hath lodgings about it in several places.
4. The King's House and the Apartment of his Women.
5. The Porch of the said House.
6. The second Gate.
7. Entrance with iron bar, kept shut.
8. A Door leading into the little Court.
9. Several Lodgings.
10. The little Court.
11. The place whence the wild Pig was brought.
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Sketch of Tippu’s Fort at Ferok
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Hinterland of Calicut on the Korapuzha, Kallai and Chaliyar River Basin
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Malabar District under Madras Presidency
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Calicut District in British Period
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Southern Portion of Calicut City
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Central Zone of Calicut City
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Nagaram Desom
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Kasbah Desom
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Kurumbrakkattuseri Desom
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Nedungottur Desom
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Panniyankara Desom
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Valayanad Desom
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Kalathinkunnu Desom
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Edakkad Desom
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Kariyankunnu Desom
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Site Plan of Race Course
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Site of Transport Lines at West Hill Cantonment Area
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West Hill Cantonment
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Area of Electricity Supply in Calicut Town
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Calicut Beach Area
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Calicut Town
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Map Showing the Extension of Railway Line to Calicut